Integrate 2022 – Marketing Blurb

Short Overview:
From offices to stages, homes to retail, AV innovation has reimagined our world.
Experience the transformative nature of the latest AV technology at Integrate 2022, Australia’s
premier audio-visual event, returning this 17-19 August.
Explore products and solutions that elevate everyday worlds first-hand and gain real insights to drive
your own digital transformation. Witness the emergence of new technologies with the co-location of
the Security Exhibition & Conference and new convergent technologies incorporating both AV and
security innovations.
Find innovation for your real world at Integrate 2022.

Extended Event Overview:
From offices to stages, homes to retail, AV innovation has reimagined our world.
Experience the transformative nature of the latest AV technology at Integrate 2022, Australia’s
premier audio-visual event, returning this 17-19 August. Explore products and solutions that elevate
everyday worlds first-hand and gain real insights to drive your own digital transformation.
Integrate is a platform that empowers the AV industry and technology professionals to share
insights, source the latest in technology and collaborate to harness the potential of emerging AV
technologies. It is dedicated to bringing real world innovation directly to Asia Pacific AV buyers and
driving the next revolution of AV evolution.
The event will also be a catalyst for emerging technologies with the co-location of the Security
Exhibition & Conference, by responding to the increased demand for AV style solutions to evolving
security needs and the rise in risks associated with network based technologies from cyber threats.
The convergence of these events will ensure they becomes a true destination event for both
industries and will support new innovative technologies incorporating both AV and security
innovations.
The event also covers the latest products and solutions in:
• Digital Signage & Engagement
• Collaboration Technology
• Audio Technology
• Educational Tools & Technology
• Smart Buildings
• Residential AV Solutions
• Entertainment Technology
• Networking & Integration
• Media Production & Distribution
Alongside the exhibition show floor, Integrate hosts Australia's most extensive AV education and
training program featuring internationally renowned speakers, global brands and product specialists.
Discover the insights you'll need to navigate the future of AV all alongside accredited AVIXA training
programs.

Find real innovation for your world at Integrate 2022.
Registration is FREE online and now open! Click here to register and find out more about this exciting
event.
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